We consider multi-level composite optimization problems where each mapping in the composition is the expectation over a family of random smooth mappings or the sum of some finite number of smooth mappings. We present a normalized proximal approximate gradient (NPAG) method where the approximate gradients are obtained via nested stochastic variance reduction. In order to find an approximate stationary point where the expected norm of its gradient mapping is less than ǫ, the total sample complexity of our method is O(ǫ −3 ) in the expectation case, and O(N + √ N ǫ −2 ) in the finite-sum case where N is the total number of functions across all composition levels. In addition, the dependence of our total sample complexity on the number of composition levels is polynomial, rather than exponential as in previous work.
Introduction
We consider multi-level composite stochastic optimization problems of the form
where ξ 1 , . . . , ξ m are independent random variables. We assume that each f i,ξ i : 
To simplify presentation, we write the above problems as
where the smooth part of the objective function possesses a multi-level compositional structure:
For problems (1) and (2), we have f i (·) = E ξ i [f i,ξ i (·)] and f i (·) = (1/N i )
j=1 f i,j (·) respectively.
The formulations (1) and (2) cover a broader range of applications beyond the classical stochastic programming and empirical risk minimization (ERM) problems, which are special cases of (1) and (2) when m = 1, respectively. Important applications with m = 2 include policy evaluation in reinforcement learning and Markov decision processes (e.g., [32, 7] ), risk-averse optimization (e.g., [29, 31] ), and stochastic variational inequality (e.g., [17, 19] through a novel formulation in [15] ). Other applications in machine learning and statistics include optimization of conditional random fields (CRF), Cox's partial likelihood and expectation-maximization [6] . Multi-level composite risk minimization problems with m > 2 have been considered in, e.g., [10] and [37] .
Related work
Existing work on composite stochastic optimization traces back to [12] . Several recent progresses have been made for two-level (m = 2) problems, both for the general stochastic formulation (e.g., [33, 34, 37, 15] ) and for the finite-sum formulation (e.g., [20, 40, 16, 38] ).
In order to cite specific results, we first explain the measure of efficiency for composite stochastic optimization. A well-adopted measure is their sample complexity, i.e., the total number of times that any component mapping f i,ξ i (·) or Jacobian f ′ i,ξ i (·) is evaluated, in order to find somex (output of a randomized algorithm) such that E[ G(x) 2 ] ≤ ε for a given precision ε > 0. Here G(x) is the proximal gradient mapping of the objective function Φ ≡ F + Ψ atx (exact definition given in Section 2). If Ψ ≡ 0, then G(x) = F ′ (x) where F ′ denotes the gradient of F and the criteria for ε-approximation becomes E[ F ′ (x) 2 ] ≤ ε.
For problem (1) with two levels (m = 2) and Ψ ≡ 0, stochastic composite gradient methods were developed in [33] with sample complexities O(ε −4 ), O(ε −3.5 ) and O(ε −1.25 ) for the smooth nonconvex case, smooth convex case and smooth strongly convex case respectively. For nontrivial convex Ψ, improved sample complexities of O(ε −2.25 ), O(ε −2 ) and O(ε −1 ) were obtained in [34] for the three cases respectively. These algorithms employ two-level stochastic updates in different time scales, i.e., the two step-size sequences converge to zero at different rates. Similar algorithms for solving multi-level problems were proposed in [37] , with sample complexity O(ε −(m+7)/4 ). A single time-scale method is proposed in [15] for solving two-level problems, which achieves an O(ε −2 ) sample complexity, matching the result for single-level stochastic optimization [14] .
For the composite finite-sum problem (2) with two levels (m = 2), several recent works applied stochastic variance-reduction techniques to obtain improved sample complexity. Stochastic variance-reduction techniques were first developed for one-level finite-sum convex optimization problems (e.g., [30, 18, 8, 36, 4, 23] ), and later extended to the one-level nonconvex setting (e.g., [26, 27, 3, 1, 2, 13, 35, 24, 25] ) and the two-level finite-sum nonconvex setting (e.g., [20, 40, 16, 38] ). For the two-level finite-sum case, the previous best known sample complexity is O(N + N 2/3 ε −1 ) where N = N 1 + N 2 , obtained in [16, 38] .
Interestingly, better complexity bounds have been obtained recently for the non-composite case of m = 1, specifically, O(ε −1.5 ) for the expectation case and O(N 1 + √ N 1 ε −1 ) for the finite-sum case [13, 35, 24, 25] . These results look to be even better than the classical O(ε −2 ) complexity of stochastic gradient method for single-level smooth nonconvex optimization (e.g., [14] ), which is consistent with the statistical lower bound for sample average approximation [10] . Indeed, a stronger smoothness assumption is responsible for the improvement: instead of the classical assumption that the gradient of the expected function is Lipschitz continuous, the improved results require a MeanSquared-Lipschitz (MSL) condition (exact definition given in Section 3). Different from the one-level case, a major difficulty in the multi-level cases (m ≥ 2) is to deal with biased gradient estimators for the composite function (e.g., [33, 34, 38] ). Unbiased gradient estimators for two-level problems are developed in [6] , but they do not seem to improve sample complexity. On the other hand, it is shown in [39] that the improved sample complexity of O min{ε −1.5 , √ N 1 ε −1 } can be obtained with biased gradient estimator for two-level problems where the outer level is deterministic or without finite-sum. This result indicates that similar improvements are possible for multi-level problems as well.
Contributions and outline
In this paper, we propose stochastic gradient algorithms with nested variance-reduction for solving problems (1) and (2) for any m ≥ 1, and show that their sample complexity for findingx such that E[ G(x) ] ≤ ǫ is O(ǫ −3 ) for the expectation case, and O(N + √ N ǫ −2 ) for the finite-sum case where N = m i=1 N i . To compare with previous work listed in Section 1.1, we note that a complexity
] ≤ ǫ (by Jensen's inequality, but not vice versa); in other words, ε = O(ǫ 2 ). In this sense, our results are of the same orders as the best known sample complexities for solving one-level stochastic optimization problems [13, 35, 24, 25] , and they are strictly better than previous results for solving two and multi-level problems.
The improvement in our results relies on a nested variance-reduction scheme using mini-batches and a stronger uniform Lipschitz assumption. Specifically, we assume that each realization of the random mapping f i,ξ i and its Jacobian are Lipschitz continuous. This condition is stronger than the MSL condition assumed in [13, 35, 24, 25] for obtaining the O min{ǫ −3 , √ N 1 ǫ −2 } sample complexity for one-level problems. Nevertheless, it holds for many applications in machine learning (e.g., [7, 6, 38] ), especially when dom Ψ is bounded. The results in [37] also rely on such a condition.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows. In Section 2, we consider solving more general problems of the form (3) without specifying any composition structure, and propose a Normalized Proximal Approximate Gradient (NPAG) method. We show that so long as the Mean Squared Errors (MSEs) of the approximate gradients at each iteration are uniformly bounded by ǫ 2 , then the iteration complexity of NPAG for finding anx such that E G(x) ] ≤ ǫ is O(ǫ −2 ).
In Section 3, we discuss stochastic variance-reduction techniques for constructing the approximate gradients in NPAG. In particular, we present a simple perspective on the SARAH/Spider estimator ( [23] and [13] respectively) under the MSL condition. This perspective clearly explains its necessity of periodic restart, and allows us to derive the optimal period length and mini-batch sizes without binding to any particular optimization algorithm. When using this estimator in NPAG to solve one-level stochastic or finite-sum problems, we obtain a Prox-Spider method.
In Section 4, we focus on two-level composite problems and analyze a two-level Nested-Spider method within the NPAG framework. In addition to be the right model for many important applications, the two-level case is general enough to illustrate the main difficulties for multi-level problems, yet is relatively simple to explain the key techniques required for analyzing nested variance reduction. In particular, we need the stronger uniform Lipschitz (instead of MSL) condition to bound the MSE of gradient approximation while using the Nested-Spider estimator.
In Section 5, we present the multi-level Nested-Spider method and show that under the uniform Lipschitz condition, its sample complexity for the expectation is O(m 4 ǫ −3 ) and for the finite-sum
In particular, these results are polynomial in the number of levels m, which improve significantly over the previous result O(ǫ −(m+7)/2 ) in [37] , where m appears in the exponent of ǫ. Finally, we give some concluding remarks in Section 6.
Normalized proximal approximate gradient method
In this section, we present a normalized proximal approximate gradient (NPAG) method for solving problems of form (3), which we repeat here for convenience:
Here we take a much more general setting, without imposing any compositional structure on F such as in (4) . Formally, we have the following assumption.
Assumption 2.1. The functions F , Ψ and Φ in (5) satisfy:
• F : R d → R is differentiable and its gradient F ′ is L-Lipschitz continuous;
• Ψ : R d → R ∪ {+∞} is convex and lower semi-continuous;
Under Assumption 2.1, we define the proximal operater of Ψ, with step size η, as
Since Ψ is convex, this operator is well defined and unique for any x ∈ dom Ψ. Given the gradient of F at x, denoted as F ′ (x), the proximal gradient mapping of Φ at x is defined as
When Ψ ≡ 0, we have G η Φ (x) = F ′ (x) for any η > 0. Additional properties of the proximal gradient mapping are given in [21] . Throughout this paper, we denote the proximal gradient mapping as G(·) by omitting the subscript Φ and superscript η whenever they are clear from the context. Our goal is to find an ǫ-stationary pointx such that G(x) ≤ ǫ, or E G(x) ≤ ǫ if using a stochastic or randomized algorithm (see [11] for justifications of G(·) as a termination criterion). If the full gradient oracle F ′ (·) is available, we can use the proximal gradient method
By setting set η = 1/L where L is the Lipschitz constant of F ′ , this algorithm finds an ǫ-stationary point within O(Lǫ −2 ) iterations; see, e.g., [5, Theorem 10.15 ].
Here we focus on the case where the full gradient oracle F ′ (·) is not available; instead, we can compute at each iteration t an approximate gradient v t . A straightforward approach is to replace F ′ (x t ) with v t in (8) , and then analyze its convergence properties based on certain measures of approximation quality such as E[ v t − F ′ (x t ) 2 ]. In Algorithm 1, we present a more sophisticated variant, which first compute a tentative iteratex t+1 = prox η Ψ (x t − ηv t ), and then move in the direction ofx t+1 − x t with a step size γ t , i.e., x t+1 = x t + γ t (x t+1 − x t ). The choice of step size γ t = min ηǫ x t+1 −x t , 1 2 ensures that the step length x t+1 − x t is always bounded:
Algorithm 1: Normalized Proximal Approximate Gradient (NPAG) Method input: initial point x 0 ∈ R d , proximal step size η > 0, and desired precision ǫ > 0. for t = 0, ..., T − 1 do Find an approximate gradient v t at the point
Algorithm 1 can also be written in terms of the approximate gradient mapping, which we define as
Using this notation, the updates in Algorithm 1 become γ t = min
, 1 2 and
Notice that when G(x t ) > 2ǫ, the algorithm uses the normalized proximal gradient mapping with a constant step size ηǫ, which translate into a fixed step length ηǫ. Therefore, we call it the Normalized Proximal Approximate Gradient (NPAG) method. Next, we prove a general convergence result concerning Algorithm 1, without specifying how the approximate gradient v t is generated. The only condition we impose is that the Mean-Squared
, is sufficiently small for all t. We first state a useful lemma. Lemma 2.2. Suppose Assumption 2.1 hold. The sequence {x t } generated by Algorithm 1 satisfies
Proof. According to the update rule x t+1 , we have
where the inequality is due to the L-smoothness of F (see, e.g., [22, Lemma 1.2.3] ) and the convexity of Ψ. Sincex t+1 is the minimizer of a 1 η -strongly convex function, i.e.,
we have
which implies
Applying the above inequality to the last term in (11) yields
and the last inequality is due to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
We note this result is similar to that of [25, Lemma 3] , but we used a slightly looser bound for the inner product in the last step. This bound and our choice of γ t allow a simple convergence analysis of the NPAG method, which we present next. 
then the outputx of Algorithm 1 satisfies
In particular, when
Proof. Using Lemma 2.2, the assumption (12) , and the choice of η = 1/L, we obtain
where the equality is due to (10) , and in the last inequality we used the fact 0
where the inequality is due to the fact min |z|,
for all z ∈ R (technique from the proof of [13, Lemma 4] ). Taking expectations and substituting the above inequality into (14) gives
Adding the above inequality from t = 0 to t = T − 1, and rearranging terms, we obtain
If we choosex randomly from {x t } T −1 t=0 or letx = x t * where t * = arg min 0≤t≤T −1 G(x t ) , then
It remains to bound the difference between E G(·) and E G(·) . To this end, we use (12) and Jessen's inequality to obtain
) and also note thatx t+1 = prox η r (x t − ηv t ). Since the proximal operator is nonexpansive (see, e.g., [28, Section 31]), we have
Therefore,
Combining the above inequality with (15) gives the desired result.
Theorem 2.3 applies directly to the deterministic proximal gradient method with v t = F ′ (x t ). In this case, condition (12) is automatically satisfied and we recover the O(Lǫ −2 ) complexity of proximal gradient method for nonconvex optimization [5, Theorem 10.15] .
In general, we do not require the estimates v t to be unbiased. On the other hand, condition (12) looks to be quite restrictive by requiring the MSE of approximate gradient to be less than ǫ 2 , where ǫ is the same as in the target precision E G(x) ≤ 3ǫ. In the rest of this paper, we show how to ensure conditon (12) using stochastic variance-reduction techniques and derive the total sample complexity required for solving problems (1) and (2).
Stochastic variance reduction with SARAH/SPIDER
In this section, we discuss stochastic variance-reduction techniques for smooth nonconvex optimization. In order to prepare for the multi-level compositional case, we proceed with a general framework of constructing stochastic estimators for Lipschitz-continuous vector or matrix mappings.
Consider a family of mappings {φ ξ : R d → R p×q } where the index ξ is a random variable. We assume that they satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition, i.e., there exists L > 0 such that
where · denotes the matrix Frobenius norm and Ω is the sample space of ξ. This uniform Lipschitz condition implies the following Mean-Squared Lipschitz (MSL) property, i.e.,
which is responsible for obtaining the O min{ε −3 , √ N 1 ε −2 } sample complexity for one-level problems in [13, 35, 24, 25] . This property in turn implies that the average mapping, defined as
is L-Lipschitz. In addition, we assume that they have bounded variance everywhere, i.e.,
In the context of solving structured optimization problems of form (5), we can restrict the above assumptions to hold within dom Ψ instead of R d . Suppose a stochastic algorithm generates a sequence {x 0 , x 1 , . . . , } using some recursive rule
where v t is a stochastic estimate ofφ(x t ). As an example, consider using Algorithm 1 to solve problem (5) where the smooth part
. In this case, we have φ ξ (x) = f ′ ξ (x) and φ(x) = F ′ (x), and can use the simple estimator v t = f ′ ξt (x t ) where ξ t is a realization of the random variable at time t. If ǫ ≥ σ, then assumption (18) directly implies (12); thus Theorem 2.3 shows that the sample complexity of Algorithm 1 for obtaining
However, if the desired accuracy ǫ is smaller than the uncertainty level σ, then condition (12) is not satisfied and we cannot use Theorem 2.3 directly. A common remedy is to use mini-batches; i.e., at each iteration of the algorithm, we randomly pick a subset B t of ξ and set
In this case, we have
In order to satisfy (12), we need |B t | ≥ σ 2 /ǫ 2 for all t = 0, . . . , T − 1. Then we can apply Theorem 2.3 to derive its sample complexity for obtaining E[ G(x) ] ≤ ǫ, which amounts to T · σ 2 /ǫ 2 = O(Lσ 2 ǫ −4 ). Throughout this paper, we assume ǫ < σ. In this case (and assuming Ψ ≡ 0), the total sample complexity O(Lǫ −2 +σ 2 ǫ −4 ) can be obtained without using mini-batches (see, e.g., [14] ). Therefore, using mini-batches alone seems to be insufficient to improve sample complexity (although it can facilitate parallel computing; see, e.g., [9] ). Notice that the simple mini-batch estimator (19) does not rely on any Lipschitz condition, so it can also be used with non-Lipschitz mappings such as subgradients of nonsmooth convex functions. Under the MSL condition (17) , several variancereduction techniques that can significantly reduce the sample complexity of stochastic optimization have been developed in the literature (e.g., [30, 18, 8, 36, 4, 23, 13] .
In order to better illustrate how Lipschitz continuity can help with efficient variance reduction, we consider the amount of samples required in constructing a number of, say τ , consecutive estimates {v 0 , . . . , v τ −1 } that satisfy
If the incremental step lengths x t − x t−1 for t = 1, . . . , τ − 1 are sufficiently small and the period τ is not too long, then one can leverage the MSL condition (17) to reduce the total sample complexity, to be much less than using the simple mini-batch estimator (19) for all τ steps. In this section, we focus on the SARAH/Spider estimator developed first in [23] and [13] respectively). The SVRG [18] and SAGA [8] estimators can also be analyzed from the same perspective, but they lead to less savings in the nonconvex setting.
SARAH/SPIDER estimator for stochastic optimization
In order to construct τ consecutive estimates {v 0 , . . . , v τ −1 }, this estimator uses the mini-batch estimator (19) for v 0 , and then constructs v 1 through v τ −1 using a recursion:
It was first proposed in [23] as a gradient estimator of SARAH for finite-sum convex optimization, and later extended to nonconvex and stochastic optimization [24, 25] . The form of (21) for general Lipschitz continuous mappings is proposed in [13] , known as Spider (Stochastic Path-Integrated Differential EstimatoR). The following lemma is key to our analysis.
Lemma 3.1. [13, Lemma 1] Suppose the random mappings φ ξ satisfy (17) . Then the MSE of the estimator in (21) can be bounded as
If we can control the step lengths such that x t − x t−1 ≤ δ for t = 1, . . . , τ − 1, then
To simplify notation, here we allow the batch sizes |B t | to take fraction values, which does not change the order of required sample complexity. Now, in order to satisfy (20) , it suffices to set
In this case, the number of samples required over τ steps is
Therefore, it is possible to choose δ and τ to make the above number smaller than τ σ 2 /ǫ 2 , which is the number of samples required for (20) with the simple mini-batching scheme (19) .
To make further simplifications, we choose δ = ǫ/L, which leads to b = 2τ and
The ratio between the numbers of samples required by Spider and simple mini-batching is
In order to maximize the efficiency of variance reduction, we should choose τ to minimize this ratio, which is done by setting 
Randomly sample a batch B t of ξ with
end output:x = x t * where t * = arg min t∈{0,...,T −1} x t+1 − x t Using (24) and ǫ = δ/L, the corresponding mini-batch size and optimal ratio of saving are
Therefore, significant reduction in sample complexity can be expected when ǫ ≪ σ. The above derivation gives an optimal length τ ⋆ for variance reduction over consecutive estimates {v 0 , . . . , v τ −1 }. If the number of iterations required by the algorithm is lager than τ ⋆ , then we need to restart the Spider estimator every τ ⋆ iterations. This way, we can keep the optimal ratio ρ(τ ⋆ ) to obtain the best total sample complexity.
Algorithm 2 is an instantiation of the NPAG method (Algorithm 1) that uses Spider to construct v t . It incorporates the periodic restart scheme dictated by the analysis above. The Spider-SFO method (Option II) in [13] can be viewed as a special case of Algorithm 2 with Ψ ≡ 0:
Several variants of Spider-SFO, including ones that use constant step sizes and direct extensions of the form x t+1 = prox η Ψ (x t − ηv t ), have been proposed in the literature [23, 13, 24, 25] . Algorithm 1 is very similar to ProxSARAH [25] , but with different choices of γ t . In ProxSARAH, the whole sequence {γ t } t≥0 is specified off-line in terms of parameters such as L and number of steps to run. Our choice of γ t follows closely that of Spider-SFO in (26) , which is automatically adjusted in an online fashion, and ensures bounded step length. This property allows us to extend the algorithm further to work with more general gradient estimators, including those for multi-level composite stochastic optimization, all within the common framework of NPAG and Theorem 2.3.
The sample complexity of Algorithm 2 is given in the following corollary of Theorem 2.3. 
where ⌈·⌉ denotes the integer ceiling, then the outputx satisfies E[ G(x) ] ≤ ǫ after O(Lǫ −2 ) iterations, and the total sample complexity is O(Lσǫ −3 + σ 2 ǫ −2 ).
Proof. In Algorithm 2, the step lengths satisfy the same bound in (9), i.e.,
From the analysis following (24), the parameters in (27) guarantee (12) . Therefore we can apply Theorem 2.3 to conclude that
To estimate the sample complexity, we can simply multiply the number of samples required by simple mini-batching, T · σ 2 /ǫ 2 , by the optimal ratio in (25) to obtain
where we used the assumption ǫ < σ. Considering that B = O(σ 2 /ǫ 2 ) samples are always needed at t = 0, we can include it in the total sample complexity, which becomes O(Lσǫ −3 + σ 2 ǫ −2 ).
We note that for each t that is not a multiple of τ , we need to evaluate f ′ ξ twice for each ξ ∈ B t , one at x t and the other at x t−1 . Thus the computational cost per iteration, measured by the number of evaluations of f ξ and f ′ ξ , is twice the number of samples. Therefore the overall computational cost is proportional to the sample complexity. This holds for all of our results in this paper.
SARAH/SPIDER estimator for finite-sum optimization
Now consider a finite number of mappings φ i : R d → R p×q for i = 1, . . . , n, and defineφ(x) = (1/n) n i=1 φ i (x) for every x ∈ R d . We assume that the MSL condition (17) holds, but do not require a uniform bound on the variance as in (18) . Again, we would like to consider the number of samples required to construct τ consecutive estimates {v 0 , . . . , v τ −1 } that satisfy condition (20) . Without the uniform variance bound (18) , this cannot be treated exactly as a special case of what we did in Section 3.1, and thus deserves separate attention.
We use the same Sarah/Spider estimator (21) and choose B 0 = {1, . . . , n}. In this case, we have v 0 =φ(x 0 ) and E v 0 −φ(x 0 ) 2 = 0. From (22), if we can control the step lengths x t − x t−1 ≤ ǫ/L and use a constant batch size B t = b for t = 1, . . . , τ − 1, then
In order to satisfy (20) , it suffices to use b = τ . The number of samples required for τ steps is
As before, we compare the above number of samples against the simple mini-batching scheme of using v t = φ Bt (x t ) for all t = 0, . . . , τ − 1. However, without an assumption like (18), we cannot guarantee (20) unless using B t = {1, . . . , n} for all t in simple mini-batching, which becomes fullbatching. The ratio between the numbers of samples required by Spider and full-batching is
By minimizing the above ratio, we obtain the optimal epoch length and batch size for Spider:
In this case, the minimum ratio is ρ(τ ⋆ ) = 2/ √ n. Hence we expect significant saving in sample complexity for large n. Similar to the stochastic case, we should restart the Spider estimator every τ ⋆ = √ n iterations to keep the optimal ratio of reduction in sample complexity.
As an example, we consider using the Prox-Spider method to solve problem (5) when the smooth part of the objective is a finite-sum. The resulting sample complexity is summarized in the following corollary of Theorem 2.3. Its proof is similar to that of Corollary 3.2 and thus omitted. 
and use B t = {1, . . . , n} whenever t mod τ = 0, then the outputx satisfies E[ G(x) ] ≤ ǫ after O(Lǫ −2 ) iterations, and the total sample complexity is O n + L √ nǫ −2 .
We described the SARAH/Spider estimator from the perspective of efficient variance reduction over a period of consecutive iterations in a stochastic algorithm. This perspective allows us to derive the optimal period length and mini-batch sizes of the estimator without binding with any particular algorithm. Using this estimator in the NPAG framework led to the Prox-Spider method, and we obtained its sample complexity by simply combining the iteration complexity of NPAG (Theorem 2.3) and the optimal period and mini-batch sizes of SARAH/Spider. Next, we show that the same strategy also works for multi-level composite stochastic optimization.
Two-level nested SPIDER
In this section, we focus on the composite optimization problems (1) and (2) with m = 2. Specifically, the smooth part of the objective is
where f i (·) = E ξ i f i,ξ i (·) for i = 1, 2. In addition to be the right model for some of the most important applications (e.g., [7, 15, 6] ), the case of m = 2 is general enough to illustrate the main difficulties for multi-level problems, but is also relatively simple so that we can clearly explain the main ideas and techniques required to handle these difficulties. We make the following assumption.
Assumption 4.1. The following conditions hold for the functions and mappings appearing in (28):
(a) For i = 1, 2 and each realization of ξ i , the mapping f i,ξ i :
(b) For arbitrary x ∈ dom Ψ, there exists δ 1 such that
Notice that Assumption 4.1.(a) is a uniform Lipschitz condition, stronger than the MSL condition (17) . It implies that f i and f ′ i are ℓ i -and L i -Lipschitz respectively, and the gradient of Randomly sample batch S t of ξ 1 with |S t | = S y t = f 1,S t (x t ) Randomly sample batch B t 1 of ξ 1 with |B t 1 | = B 1 , and B t 2 of ξ 2 with |B t
end output:x = x t * where t * = arg min t∈{0,...,T −1} x t+1 − x t We use the general algorithmic framework of NPAG (Algorithm 1). According to Theorem 2.3, the only task remaining is to find a sample efficient way to construct the approximate gradient v t such that (12) is satisfied. By the chain-rule, we have
Correspondingly, we construct three estimators y t 1 , z t 1 and z t 2 at each iteration t such that
Then we construct the overall estimator for the gradient
We use the generic SARAH/Spider estimator (21) for all three mappings in (29) and use the above v t as the approximate gradient in the NPAG method. This results in Algorithm 3, which we call the two-level Nested-Spider method. As inputs to Algorithm 3, we need to choose three large batch sizes {S, B 1 , B 2 } and three small batch sizes {s, b 1 , b 2 } to ensure condition (12), i.e., E v t − F ′ (x t ) 2 ≤ ǫ 2 . This is done through the following lemma. In the proof of this lemma, we explain why the uniform Lipschitz condition is required for multi-level problems. 
Proof. First, we bound v t − F ′ (x t ) 2 in terms of the approximation errors of the three individual estimators y t 1 , z t 1 and z t 2 :
where in the last step we used the facts that f ′ 2 is L 2 -Lipschitz and f ′ 2 (·) ≤ ℓ 2 because f 2 is ℓ 2 -Lipschitz (both implied by Assumption 4.1.(a).) Therefore, in order to bound E v t − F ′ (x t ) 2 , we need to give a deterministic bound on z t 1 2 (not in expectation) and the three expectations:
We proceed in the following steps.
Step 1: Bounding z t 1 2 . This is the step where we need the uniform Lipschitz condition because here we need a deterministic bound instead of a bound in expectation. We focus on the first epoch with t = 0, 1, . . . , τ − 1. Notice that z t
where the last inequality is due to (9) and η = 1/L F . Consequently, for t = 0, 1, . . . , τ − 1,
Since the above analysis can be repeated for every epoch of length τ , (33) holds for all t ≥ 0.
Step 2: Bounding E z t 2 − f ′ 2 (y t 1 ) 2 . Again we focus on one epoch. By Lemma 3.1 we have
By Assumption 4.1 and the construction of z 0 2 , we have
From the update rule of y t 1 we obtain
Combining the above inequalities yields, for all t ≥ 0 (by repeating over epochs)
(34)
Step 3:
Directly applying Lemma 3.1 gives
and
Step 4:
Combining (31), (33), (34), (35), and (36) yields,
where last inequality is due to the fact that
Finally, applying the parameters in (30) to (38) , we obtain
As a result of Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 4.2, we have the following result. In Algorithm 3, if we set η = 1/L F and other parameters as in (30) , then the outputx satisfies
iterations, and the total sample complexity is O(L F ǫ −3 ).
Proof. From Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 4.2, the output of Algorithm 3 satisfies
To compute the sample complexity, we first estimate the total number of epochs
Within each epoch, the number of samples required is
Thus the total number of samples required is the product of the two quantities above, which amounts to O(L F ǫ −3 ).
For the finite-sum case, we have the following result. In addition, assume the target precision ǫ satisfies
In Algorithm 3, we set η = 1/L F and
and for every t such that t mod τ = 0, let
iterations, and the sample complexity is
If the condition in (39) does not hold, then we can use the setting in Theorem 4.3 and obtain the O(L F ǫ −3 ) sample complexity, which is no worse than (41) in this case.
Proof. Since we use full batches at the begining of each epoch, the three approximation errors in (32) all vanish at t = 0. Following the steps in the proof of Lemma (4.2), we obtain
Using τ = max{N 1 , N 2 } and (39), inequality (37) still holds. Then by similar arguments as in (38) and b 1 = s, we arrive at
Finally, the batch sizes in (40) lead to E v t −F ′ (x t ) 2 ≤ ǫ 2 . Therefore we can invoke Theorem 2.3 to conclude that the number of iterations is O(L F ǫ −2 ) and it is straightforward to check that sample complexity is the one given in (41).
Multi-level nested SPIDER
In this section, we present results for the general composite optimization problems (1) and (2) with m ≥ 2. Similar to the case of m = 2, we only need to construct a gradient estimator v t that is sufficiently close to F ′ (x t ). For the ease of presentation, let us denote
In particular, we have F 1 = f 1 , and F m = F . Then, by chain rule,
To approximate the above gradient, at each x t , we construct m − 1 estimators for the mappings,
and m estimators for the Jacobians,
(Notice that we do not need to estimate F (x t ) = F m (x t ).) Then we can construct
We use the SARAH/Spider estimator (21) for all m − 1 mappings in (43) and m Jacobians in (44), then use the above v t as the approximate gradient in the NPAG method. This leads to the multilevel Nested-Spider method shown in Algorithm 4. To simplify presentation, we adopted the notation y t 0 = x t for all t ≥ 0. For convergence analysis, we make the following assumption. :
(b) For each i = 1, . . . , m−1 and y ∈ dom f i , there exists δ i such that 
where we use the convention 0 r=1 ℓ r = 1. The proof of this lemma is given in Appendix A. In addition, we define two constants:
They will be convenient in characterizing the sample complexity of Algorithm 4. 
end output:x = x t * where t * = arg min t∈{0,...,T −1} x t+1 − x t As inputs to Algorithm 4, we need to choose the Spider epoch length τ and batch sizes
. This is done through the following lemma. 
Proof. First, we bound v t − F ′ (x t ) 2 in terms of the approximation errors of the individual estimators in (43) and (44). Denoting F i (x t ) by F t i for simplicity, we have from (42) and (45),
Similar to the two-level case in (31), we add and subtract intermediate terms inside the norm such that each adjacent pair of products differ at most in one factor. Then we use the inequality
where we used the notation F t 0 = y t 0 = x t and 1 i≥2 = 1 if i ≥ 2 and 0 otherwise. In the last inequality, we used f ′ r (·) ≤ ℓ r , which is a consequence of f r being ℓ r -Lipschitz. Next, we first derive deterministic bounds on z t i 2 so that they can be moved outside of the expectation in (50). Then we will bound E z t i − f ′ i (y t i−1 ) 2 and E y t i−1 − F t i−1 2 separately. Again we focus on the first epoch with t = 0, 1, . . . , τ − 1, but the results hold for all t ≥ 0.
Step 1: Bounding the temporal differences y t i − y t−1 i
. For i = 0, we have y t 0 = x t and from (9), x t − x t−1 ≤ ηǫ = ǫ/L F . When i = 1, for any t ≥ 1,
In general, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, we have
Step 2: Bounding z t i . We have
where the last inequality is due to (51). Consequently, for all 0 ≤ t ≤ τ − 1,
Similarly, using Lemma 3.1 again, we obtain
Step 4: Bounding E[
. We prove the following inequality by induction:
(We use the convention i j=i+1 ℓ j = 1.) With the notations F 1 = f 1 and y t 0 = x t , the base case of i = 1 is the same as (54), thus already proven. Suppose (55) holds for i = k, for i = k + 1, we have
which completes the induction. Therefore (55) holds. Now we go back to inequality (50) and first apply the bound on z t i in (52). Using
we have for r = 1, . . . , m and all t ≥ 0,
where the last inequality is due to the definition of L F in (46). Consequently, where we applied the inequality (1 + a −1 ) a ≤ e ≤ 3 for a > 0. Applying the above inequality to (50), we obtain
Next we bound the two terms T 1 and T 2 separately. For T 1 , we use (53) and set B i = B and b i = b for all i = 1, . . . , m, which leads to
Now recall the definition of σ 2 F in (47) and definition of L F in (46), which implies
Therefore, we have
where the equality is due to the choice of parameters in (48). For T 2 , recalling our notation F t i = F i (x t ), we use (55) to obtain
where in the second inequality we used i ≤ m and in the last inequality we used (56). Now setting S r = S and s r = s for r = 1, . . . , m − 1, and using the definition of δ 2 F in (47), we have
where the last equality is due to the choice of parameters in (49). Finally, with the above bounds on T 1 and T 2 , we get for any t ≥ 0,
This finishes the proof.
As a result, we have the following theorem. The total number of samples required is obtained as the product of the two bounds above.
For the composite finite-sum case, we have the following result. 
Moreover, for every t such that t mod τ = 0, let Then the outputx satisfies E[ G(x) ] ≤ ǫ after O(L F ǫ −2 ) iterations, and the sample complexity is
The proof of Theorem 5.5 is similar to that of Theorem 4.4 and omitted here. If the condition in (57) does not hold, then we can use the setting in Theorem 5.4 and obtain the same order or slightly better sample complexity.
Conclusion
We proposed a normalized proximal approximate gradient (NPAG) method for solving multi-level composite stochastic optimization problems. The approximate gradients at each iteration are obtained via nested variance reduction using the SARAH/Spider estimator. In order to find an approximate stationary point where the expected norm of its gradient mapping is less than ǫ, the total sample complexity of our method is O(ǫ −3 ) in the expectation case, and O(N + √ N ǫ −2 ) in the finite-sum case where N is the total number of functions across all composition levels. In addition, the dependence of the sample complexity on the number of composition levels is polynomial, rather than exponential as in previous work. Our results rely on a uniform Lipschitz condition on the composite mappings and functions, which is stronger than the mean-squared Lipschitz condition required for obtaining similar complexities for single-level stochastic optimization.
The NPAG method extends the essential elements of the Spider-SFO method [13] to the proximal setting and for solving multi-level composite stochastic optimization problems. In particular, requiring a uniform bound on the MSEs of the approximate gradients allows separate analysis of the optimization algorithm and variance reduction. In addition, the uniform bound on the step lengths at each iteration is the key to enable our analysis of nested variance reduction. More flexible rules for choosing the step sizes or step lengths have been developed to obtain similar sample complexities for single-level stochastic or finite-sum optimization problems, especially those used in the Spider-Boost [35] and Prox-SARAH [25] methods. It is likely that such step size rules may also be developed for multi-level problems, although their complexity analysis may become much more involved. 
